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Abstract— In this paper, we study the back-end of simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem in deforming
environment, where robot localizes itself and tracks multiple
non-rigid soft surface using its onboard sensor measurements.
An elaborate analysis is conducted on conventional deformation
modelling method, Embedded Deformation (ED) graph. We
demonstrate and prove that the ED graph widely used in such
scenarios is unobservable and leads to multiple solutions unless
suitable priors are provided. Example as well as theoretical
prove are provided to show the ambiguity of ED graph and
camera pose. In modelling non-rigid scenario with ED graph,
motion priors of the deforming environment is essential to
separate robot pose and deforming environment. The conclusion
can be extrapolated to any free form deformation formulation.
In solving the observability, this research proposes a prelim-
inary deformable SLAM approach to estimate robot pose in
complex environments that exhibits regular motion. A strategy
that approximates deformed shape using a linear combination
of several previous shapes is proposed to avoid the ambiguity
in robot movement and rigid and non-rigid motions of the
environment. Fisher information matrix rank analysis with a
base case is discussed to prove the effectiveness. Moreover, the
proposed algorithm is validated extensively on Monte Carlo
simulations and real experiments. It is demonstrated that
the new algorithm significantly outperforms conventional rigid
SLAM and ED based SLAM especially in scenarios where there
is large deformation.
I. INTRODUCTION
SLAM, simultaneous localization and mapping, is a tech-
nique applied in robotics for pose estimation and environ-
ment mapping. Considerable research efforts have been de-
voted to solve robot navigation environment mapping in rigid
scenario. Robust and accurate SLAM systems are now open-
source including PTAM [1], Kinectfusion [2], LSD-SLAM
[3], ORB-SLAM [4] and Bundlefusion [5]. The algorithms
and implementations are well designed and adjusted, making
these approaches widely applied in indoor and outdoor real-
time localization and mapping. The SLAM algorithms are
robustness against noises and efficiency in practice; they are
now commercialized and widely applied in applications like
Virtual reality and Augmented reality.
Inspired by the achievements in rigid scenario, interests
are now shifted towards exploiting the feasibility of applying
SLAM to other special scenarios, like doing SLAM with un-
conventional sensors or in changing environment. Neverthe-
less, traditional techniques like pose graph, image processing,
close looping, out-lier detection are all valuable in processing
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deformable SLAM problems. In this article, we focus on
one hot topic of 3D reconstruction and SLAM field, that is
mapping and tracking of surfaces with deformation. There
are three major solutions in deforming scenario: modified
rigid SLAM algorithms, embedded deformation (ED) graph
based algorithms and Finite Element Method (FEM) based
approaches.
Many researches adopt aforementioned rigid SLAM algo-
rithms with modifications. [6] and [7] employ conventional
feature based SLAM including extended Kalman filter (EKF)
SLAM and PTAM. Thresholds are exerted to separate rigid
and non-rigid feature points. [8]–[10] adopt ORB-SLAM
[4] with deliberately adjusted parameters for mapping and
localizing monoscope in surgical scenario. The results they
present demonstrate ORB-SLAM can also robustly localize
camera in deformable environment. Recently, [11] and [12]
apply ORB-SLAM in augmented reality enhanced surgical
systems. The key modification of rigid SLAM system in
non-rigid scenario is to arbitrarily choose strategy to deter-
mine rigid feature points for localization. Similarly, those
redeemed non-rigid features are discarded in localization
steps. Though enhanced with numerous technical modules,
the basic state transition function and observation function
of rigid SLAM algorithms are the same. Therefore, feature
motions models of these SLAM algorithms are identical to
classical SLAM systems, but with additional presumption
that part of environment is rigid. Other than the unreliable
rigid feature identification strategy, all delicate modules of
ORB-SLAM are exploited and benefited by these methods
for enhancing robustness and accuracy.
Different from rigid feature assumption, embedded de-
formation (ED) graph based algorithm is priori free, and
introduces deformation field alongside rigid transformation.
Acknowledging all features are skeptical to deformation, a
warping field is introduced to model deformation based on
assumption of ’As-rigid-as-possible’ proposed by [13]. The
difference between SLAM in deformable environment and in
dynamic environment [14] are: ED graph assumes the mo-
tions are continuous in space while dynamic SLAM assumes
motions are discrete and space independent.With ED graph,
[15]–[17] achieve real-time non-rigid model deformation
and incremental reconstruction. Meanwhile, [18] proposes
a complete system consisting multiple RGBD cameras as a
substitution so that it builds a real-time colored, fast moving
and close-loop model. These template-free techniques are
able to process slow motion without occlusions because
the sensor used is a single depth camera. Different from
previous human body reconstruction within a volume, [19]
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[20] propose MIS-SLAM: a complete real-time large scale
dense deformable SLAM system with stereoscope in Min-
imal Invasive Surgery based on heterogeneous computing.
Similar works can also be found in [10]. The stereo vision
based system can localize the scope while build a dense
deformable model.
Similar to ED graph, FEM is also integrated into SLAM
system. FEM presents model by discreting a geometry into
elements defined by 3D locations of nodes. Nodes and
their connecting edges form a net and their displacements
are assumed to be the deformed shape. Deformation is
described by stiffness parameters controlling behaviors of
nodes sharing same edge. Some works have reported its
effectiveness [21] [22]. No work demonstrates incrementally
building finite element net and no complete implementations
have presented the efficiency it solves dense deformable
SLAM problem.
While there are numerous SLAM implementations in de-
formable scenario, no analysis is reported on the separability,
or defined as observability in classical control theory, of robot
motion (rigid transformation) and environment deformation
(non-rigid deformation) in deformable SLAM. In the field
of control, observability of system is defined of the ability
to fully and uniquely recover the system state, from a finite
number of observations of its outputs and the knowledge of
its control inputs [23]. When ED graph is applied in non-rigid
SLAM, the results of 3D reconstructions are intuitive, and
many works ignore the accuracy of rigid pose. The appealing
reconstructed geometry is a mixed result of pose tracking and
environment deformation estimating. However, pose estima-
tion is crucial in SLAM problem and we therefore focus
on this topic. Particularly, the question is ‘Is global pose of
robot observable in deformable environment unique?’. If the
answer is no, then ‘How can we enable observability of pose
in a deformable environment?’.
In this paper, we extensively discuss the observability in
the ED graph based SLAM. There are four major contri-
butions: (1) A counterexample is provided when analyzing
ED graph based visual SLAM system in deformable environ-
ment. We clearly demonstrate that the global pose of robot
can be embedded into environment deformation formulation
which is not separable. (2) We theoretically prove the above
conclusion by analyzing the rank of Fisher information ma-
trix. (3) We propose an innovative back-end SLAM system
which can efficiently calculate accurate pose as well as the
deforming environment. (4) A prove is also provided to
validate that the time series formulation is observable. The
proposed time series method is inspired by Fourier Transfor-
mation. We introduce a priori that theoretically deformation
is a mixture of base shapes. Typical deformations this method
are suitable to handle include heartbeat, breathe, periodic
body movement. Other deformation can also, to some extend,
be approximated by several historical basis shapes with
rigid movement. The proposed time series method explicitly
enforces correct observability constraints to overcome rigid
pose mixing with non-rigid deformation field. The result
is compared with conventional rigid SLAM and embedded
deformation formulation.
II. OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS OF ED BASED SLAM
Conventional rigid SLAM formulation fails to formulate
the movement of features and attributes to underfitting.
Recently, ED graph has entered the vernacular of SLAM
community. Specifically, ED based approach [15]–[18] is
widely used to define the deformation of environment. In
this section, we present the basic form and the corresponding
matrix formulation of ED graph. Based on the matrix for-
mulation, observability of ED graph formulation is analyzed
with an example as well as theoretical prove. Surprisingly,
the rotation and translation of robot can be precisely mixed
with ED graph. Based on the analysis, we conclude that
the global pose and local deformation cannot be accurately
estimated unless prior environment motion information is
available. In next section, we propose a new time series based
SLAM algorithm for better localization of the robot assuming
that feature behaves in a mixture of historical trajectory.
Aiming at proving the ED based formulation is not ob-
servable, we follow the authentic observability definition
[24] by showing the robot pose with ED graph formulation
is not solvable, that is the existence of multiple optimal
solutions for the ED formulation. When there is no ade-
quate information to uniquely obtain the solution, we call
the problem is unobservable [24]. Intuitively, the definition
demonstrates the close connection within two intertwined
variables, showing the underlying reason for unobservable.
Moreover, we also follow another classical way of testing
system observability [23] [25] by presenting a theoretical
prove based on information matrix analysis.
A. ED based deformation formulation
In ED based deformation formulation, deformation is
expressed by weighted average of locally rigid rotation
and transformation defined by deformation nodes, which
are sparsely and evenly scattered in space. Each node j
possess affine matrix Aj ∈ R3×3 and a translation vector
tj ∈ R3. For a single feature point, it is transformed to
its target position by several nearest ED nodes. In addition
to deformation parameters, ED node j also has a spatial
coordinate gj ∈ R3, defining the location of node j and is
independent on robot and features. For any vertex vi in robot
coordinate, the new position v˜i is warped and transformed
by ED nodes follows:
v˜i = Rc
k∑
j=1
wj(vi)[Aj(vi − gj) + gj + tj ] + Tc, (1)
where k is the number of neighboring nodes. wj(vi) is
associated weight for transforming vi exerted by one of the
neighboring ED node. Additionally, Rc and Tc denote the
relative rigid rotation and translation and is the same as the
robot pose in rigid SLAM scenario. We confine the number
of nearest nodes by defining the weight in Eq. (2). For a
single model point v˜i in robot coordinate, the weight of
deforming the point from node j is set as:
wj(v˜i) = (1− ||vi − gj ||/dmax) (2)
where dmax is the maximum distance of the vertex to k+ 1
nearest ED node.
To regularize the behavior of ED graphs, two terms
Rotation and Regularization are introduced.
Rotation. Erot sums the rotation error of all the matrix
A in the following form:
Erot =
m∑
j=1
Rot(Aj) (3)
Rot(A) = (c1 · c2)2 + (c1 · c3)2 + (c2 · c3)2+
(c1 · c1 − 1)2 + (c2 · c2 − 1)2 + (c3 · c3 − 1)2
(4)
where c1, c2 and c3 are the column vectors of the matrix
A.
Regularization. The goal is to prevent divergence of
the neighboring nodes exerts on the overlapping space. For
details, please refer to [19].
Ereg =
m∑
j=1
∑
k∈N(j)
αjk||Aj(gk−gj)+gj +tj− (gk +tk)||2
(1)
where αjk is the overlap influence of the two ED nodes. We
follow [26] by uniformly setting αjk to 1. N(j) is the set of
all neighboring nodes to the node j.
The general form for ED graph problem is by minimizing
the objective function:
argmin
A1,t1...Am,tm,Rc,Tc
wrotErot + wregEreg + wdataEdata,
(2)
where wrot, wreg and wdata are hyper-parameters. m is the
number of nodes in ED graph. Edata defines an arbitrary
distance from original model points to target points, planar
or surface.
B. Matrix presentation of ED graphs
The process of ED based deformation is within the inter-
action of nodes and points; the general form of whole model
deformation is difficult to be expressed in the form of Eq. (1).
For simplicity of notations and proof, we employ a matrix
expression of process model based on Eq. (1). We first define
P = [v1...vn] as the original point cloud and P˜ = [v˜1...v˜n]
to be the transformed point cloud. Based on definition of
deformation (Eq. (1)), each single point vi is deformed by its
k = 4 nearest nodes and the weight is measured by the pair-
wise distance. After combining all model points, we simplify
this process with two influential matrices (in Eq. (6) and Eq.
(7))
C
m×n =

...
ωi=N(1,1) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
... · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,1)
ωi=N(1,2) · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,2)
... · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,3)
ωi=N(1,3) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ωi=N(1,4) · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,4)
... · · · · · · · · · · · ·

, (7)
where N(i, j)(j ≤ 4) is the j-th neighboring node to
point vi. Note that the element positions of weight are
dependent on the topology of points-to-nodes and is not
regularly arranged. Each row represents the number of points
connected to this node and each column denotes how many
nodes are connected to the point. Therefore, the positions
of non-zero elements in each row are dependent on the
neighboring node in each column. The unchanged is that
each column only has 4 elements (neighbor nodes) and the
sum is 1 (sum of weights).
We also define two matrices of deformation graphs relating
to Ai and ti:
Λ =
(
A1 · · · Am
)T
(8)
T =
(
t1 + g1 · · · tm + gm
)T
(9)
By combining Eq. (6), Eq. (7), Eq. (8), Eq. (9), we upgrade
single point transformation Eq. (1) to multiple points (model)
transformation matrix formulation:
Edata = Rc · [Λ ·M + T ·C] + Tc ⊗ 1− Pˆ (10)
where ⊗ is the kronecker product.
In SLAM problem formulation, the state vector is denoted
as Xi = [Rci,Tci,Λi,Ti] in i-th step.
Robot to target measurement model: A typical SLAM
observation model is a range and bearing model. In practice,
there are several different measurements due to different
sensors. Back-projection presentation is the most widely
adopted observation model in RGBD and stereo SLAM
[19] [20]. It is a modified version of closest points (ICP)
taking advantage of regularized 2D depth observation, but in
essence it is point to point pairing. For simplicity, we employ
basic observation model, that is feature positions are directly
observed by robot.
C. Qualitative analysis of ED based SLAM formulation
We propose a counter-example to illustrate Eq. (10) is not
observable. According to the definition [24], if there exists
multiple optimal solutions [Rc,Tc,Λ,T] in one step transi-
tional process (Eq. (10)), it is at least partially not observable.
Multiple optimal solutions lead to low-rank of the Fisher
information matrix. The study of parameter observability
M
3m×n
=

...
...
...
...
...
ωi=N(1,1) ∗ (v1 − gi=N(1,1)) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
... ωi=N(n,1) ∗ (vn − gi=N(n,1))
ωi=N(1,2) ∗ (v1 − gi=N(1,2)) · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,2) ∗ (vn − gi=N(n,2))
...
...
...
... ωi=N(n,3) ∗ (vn − gi=N(n,3))
ωi=N(1,3) ∗ (v1 − gi=N(1,3)) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
ωi=N(1,4) ∗ (v1 − gi=N(1,4)) · · · · · · · · · ωi=N(n,4) ∗ (vn − gi=N(n,4))
...
...
...
...
...

(6)
examines whether the information provided by the available
measurements is sufficient for estimating parameters without
ambiguity [23]. In other words, multiple solutions to the
problem can be found attributing to insufficient information.
Therefore, unobservability can be proved if multiple solu-
tions to Eq. (10) are found, meaning global pose and non-
rigid deformation formulation combined is not observable at
the same time.
Here we show there are infinite solutions to Eq. (1). For
the optimal solution [Rˆc Tˆc Λˆ T], we define an arbitrary
rotation matrix V0. For a set of point cloud transformation
(from P to Pˆ), Eq. (10) with the state vector [Rˆc Tˆc Λˆ T]
can be reformulated into following form:
Pˆ = Rˆc[ΛˆM + TC] + Tˆc ⊗ 1
= RˆcV0V0
T [ΛˆM + TˆC] + Tˆc ⊗ 1
= RˆcV0[V0
T ΛˆM + V0
T TˆC] + Tˆc ⊗ 1
(11)
Therefore, there is a new solution [RˆcV0, Tˆc, V0T Λˆ,
V0
TT]. Considering V0 is arbitrary, it’s obvious that the
incremental rigid rotation Rc can be offset by rotating the
affine transformations matrix Λ in the opposite direction. For
the Rotation constraint, Λˆ is transformed by a rotation ma-
trix which means Erot is unchanged. For the Regularization
constraint:
Ereg = ||V0T [ΛˆM′ + TC + T]||2F , (12)
where M
′
is similar to M with vi (i = 1, ..., n) substituted
by gi (i = 1, ...,m). And || · ||2F is the Frobenius norm. Ered
is a rotation of previous vector and the vector norm remains
unchanged. In all, the new solutions [RˆcV0, Tˆc, V0T Λˆ,
V0
TT] are also the optimal solutions to objective function
Eq. (2) in addition to [Rˆc Tˆc Λˆ T].
Similarly, for any arbitrary ∆T, we can find additional
solutions satisfying Eq. (2). Note that ∆T⊗1 = Rc∆T⊗1C
due to the fact that the column sum of C is always to 1 (sum
of weight). Thus we rewrite Eq. (10) to:
Pˆ = Rˆc[ΛˆM + TC] + (Tˆc + ∆T−∆T)⊗ 1
= Rˆc[ΛˆM + TC + ∆T⊗ (1C)] + (Tˆc −∆T)⊗ 1
= Rˆc[ΛˆM + (T + ∆T⊗ 1)C] + (Tˆc −∆T)⊗ 1
(13)
Accordingly, we have other solutions [Rˆc, Tˆc−∆T, Λˆ, T+
∆T⊗ 1] to Eq. (2). For the Rotation constraint, Λˆ remains
independent to ∆T. For the Regularization constraint:
Ereg =
m∑
j=1
∑
k∈N(j)
αjk||Aj(gk − gj) + gj + tj + ∆T−
(gk + tk + ∆T)||2
=
m∑
j=1
∑
k∈N(j)
αjk||Aj(gk − gj) + gj + tj − (gk + tk)||2
(14)
Therefore, Ereg remains the same for new solution [RˆcV0,
Tˆc, V0T Λˆ, V0TT].
Remark 1: Prove is provided to show there are infinite
number of optimal solutions to the energy function Eq. (2).
The global rotation matrix Rc or translation matrix Tc are
entangled with ED parameters [Λ,T].
D. Proof of unobservability in ED based SLAM formulation
After a qualitative analysis, we provide observability anal-
ysis based on full Fisher information matrix analysis. Based
on the discussion above, the unobservable lies in the Edata
defined in Eq. (10) with pairs [Rc,Λ] and [Tc,T], and is
unrelated to Eq. (3) and Eq. (1). Since global transformation
parameters Rc and Tc are irrelevant to Erot and Ereg , the
observability of these two terms are not affected. It’s easy to
prove that the partial Fisher information matrix with regard
to Erot and Ereg , is full rank. Therefore, due to page limit,
we only focus on the simplified case shown in Fig. 1 with
regard to Eq. (1) to analyze the observability. The conclusion
of this node and one step robot movement can be generalized
to multiple steps with a larger ED graph. Similarly, we prove
that the low rank is located in information matrix with regard
to [Rc,Λ] and [Tc,T]. For simplification, we consider the
residual of a single point p deformed by m nodes to pˆ:
E
′
data = Rc[ΛM + TC] + Tc ⊗ 1− pˆ (15)
where the state are [Λm,Tm,Rc,Tc]. We vectorize
the Λm and Tm and rewrite them into current form
[Λ,T,Rc,Tc]. Lie algebra is applied to optimize rotation
Fig. 1: One step robot movement. Robot moves from p to
pˆ. The movement is a mixture of rigid transformation and
deformation by ED node g. The red line are the connecting
edge from node g to other nodes.
matrix Rc. For the convenience, we mark following vari-
ables:
R̂c
3×9m
=
[
Rc · · · Rc
]
(16)
R˜c
3×3m
=
[
Rc · · · Rc
]
(17)
Ĉ
3×3m
=
C · · · C... ...
C · · · C
 (18)
M̂
3×9m
=
M · · · M... ...
M · · · M
 (19)
S
3×3
= skew(Λ ·M + T ·C) (20)
Where skew(·) is the skew symmetric operator. The
Jacobian of Eq. (15) with regard to [Λ,T,Rc,Tc] is:
J =
(
R̂c  M̂ R˜c  M̂ −RcS I
)
(21)
Where I is a 3 by 3 identity matrix.  represents Hadamard
product. Before estimating information matrix, we first mark
the following matrix:
A1
9m×9m
=
1 · · · 1... ...
1 · · · 1
 (22)
A2
9m×3m
=
1 · · · 1... ...
1 · · · 1
 (23)
A3
3m×3m
=
1 · · · 1... ...
1 · · · 1
 (24)
A4
9m×3
=
1...
1
 (25)
A5
3m×3
=
1...
1
 (26)
Based on all the definitions, the Hessian matrix Hed can be
presented in the following form:
Hed =

H1
H2
H3
H4

def
=

A1
(M̂TM̂)
A2
(M̂T Ĉ)
−M̂T
(A4S)
R̂Tc  M̂T
A2
(ĈTM̂)
A3
(ĈT Ĉ)
−A5
(ĈTS)
R˜Tc  M̂T
−(STA4T )
M̂
−(STA5T )
Ĉ
STS −STRTc
R̂c  M̂ R˜c  M̂ −RcS I

(27)
For the sub matrix H1 and H2 within the Hessian matrix
Hed, we split them into the group of every 3 lines. For
example, H1(i) is the group i ranging from line 3∗(i−1)+1
to 3i. By analyzing Hessian matrix Hed, we discover the
following law:
H1(i) = M˙ [−(ST )−1H3] (28)
H2(i) = C˙ [RTc H4] (29)
where M˙ and C˙ are defined in the following form:
M˙
3×18m
=
[
M̂ M̂ M̂
]
(30)
C˙
3×18m
=
[
Ĉ · · · Ĉ
]
(31)
Obviously, this one point transformation scenario can be
extended to multiple points. Eq. (28) and Eq. (29) indicate
that the global rotation Rc matrix and translation vector Tc
can be embedded into local affine deformation matrix Λ] and
T respectively. This conclusion also validates the qualitative
conclusions (Remark 1) we draw in Section II-C.
III. PRIORI BASED SLAM FORMULATION
Section II shows the inner-connection between the rigid
relative transformation and the non-rigid deformation formu-
lations. The two pairs, (Rc,Λ) and (Tc,T), are intertwined.
Thus, both global rotation and translation cannot be uniquely
determined in conventional ED formulation on condition
that no new information is provided. There are infinite
number of solutions to the robot poses if robot to feature
observations is the only source of input. This conclusion
can be generalized to other deformation formulation
like FEM or structure-from-template because the degree-
of-freedom of deformation enables rigid model motion
just with deliberately adjusted movement of model ver-
tices. With regard to this, the goal is to propose a prior
to separate and determine the relative rigid transformation
from the deforming non-rigid tissue. Noteworthily, rigid
SLAM algorithm with thresholds based feature classification
strategy [8]–[10] also comes with prior, assuming the static
features are known and can be verified with thresholds. In
this work, however, we still assumes all non-rigid surfaces
are deforming. Experiments in Section IV demonstrate that
information matrix is full rank and estimated parameters are
unique with the proposed priori.
In the field of non rigid structure from motion, features are
granted more freedom under the base shape constraints [27]
[28]. Instead of one single static position in pose estimation,
features are formulated with 3D locations in each frame.
To prevent the irregular movement of the 3D shapes, base
shapes [29], base trajectories [30] or base shape-trajectory
[31] strategies are introduced to limit the degree of freedom
of the soft shapes. They assume that the movement is a
mixutre of predefined bases, although these predefined bases
are also unknown for the observation. After enforcing the
bases, the freedom of the deformation is constrained and the
rigidity of deformation can be controlled by the number of
all the bases.
Taking advantage of this, we propose that deformation of
the feature can be approximated by base historical shapes and
the residuals of base shapes approximation is the rigid robot
movement. Theoretically, if provided with infinite number
of base shapes, deformation of features as well as robot
can be accurately estimated. In practice, comparing with
traditional rigid SLAM or ED based SLAM, limited number
of base shapes can still generate good robot pose due to
observability preserved. This is especially true in complex
periodic deformation scenario where deformation is caused
by breathing and heartbeat; current deformed shape can be
inferred from previous shapes.
Based on the proposed prior, a new feature motion for-
mulation is introduced in the conventional back-end rigid
SLAM formulation. In our study, the primary feature motion
measurement is based on the idea that current structure fn+1
can be linearly fitted by its historical shapes fn ... fn−t
where t is the processing window. A coefficient vector c =
[δ1 , ..., δt] is introduced to describe the relations of these
feature movements. Matrix B (3N × F ) is the combination
of all valid features. N is the number of features and F
is the number of steps. Note that some elements in B is
invalid because the viewing angle of robot makes it unable
to observe all features at all steps.
B =
f
1
1 f
2
1 · · · · · · fF1
...
...
...
...
...
f1N f
2
N · · · · · · fFN
 (32)
The term ‘validity’ of feature f ji in B refers to (1) feature
i is observed by robot in step j and (2) feature i is observed
in the period window t; in other words [f ji ...f + t
j
i ] are all
observed by robot. The validity ensure building correlations
in a consecutive movement of feature.
TABLE I: Pose and feature errors in Monte Carlo simula-
tions.
Deformable
SLAM (m)
Least
Square (m)
ED node
based VO
(m)
Simulation 1
Robot Position X(m) 0.942 2.538 8.743
Robot Position Y(m) 0.526 1.012 3.197
Robot Heading (Rad) 0.005 0.009 0.014
Simulation 2
Robot Position X(m) 0.119 0.277 2.098
Robot Position Y(m) 0.138 0.498 3.38
Robot Heading (Rad) 0.002 0.002 0.009
TABLE II: Pose and feature errors in of heart, stomach and
lung.
Deformable
SLAM
Rigid
SLAM
ED node
based VO
Heart scenario
Robot Position X(unit) 0.149 2.006 8.743
Robot Position Y(unit) 0.085 0.951 3.197
Robot Heading (Rad) 0.001 0.001 0.010
Stomach scenario
Robot Position X(unit) 2.263 7.004 2.098
Robot Position Y(unit) 2.566 6.894 3.380
Robot Heading (Rad) 0.006 0.008 0.009
Lung scenario
Robot Position X(unit) 2.009 7.596 2.098
Robot Position Y(unit) 0.706 3.304 3.380
Robot Heading (Rad) 0.002 0.003 0.009
The proposed formulation is based on conventional back-
end rigid SLAM. We first introduce rigid SLAM here. In
3D scenario where one robot freely moves with N static
features, the state to be estimated is denoted as:
X = [R p f1 · · · fN ], (33)
where R ∈ SO(3) is the robot orientation, p ∈ R3 is the
robot position, fi ∈ R3 is the ith feature (ranging from 1 to
N ). The general rigid robot motion model from step n to
n+ 1 without noise is described as:
pn+1 = pn + Rnvn
Rn+1 = Rnωn
(34)
where vn is the linear translation of one step movement.
ωn ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix describing orientation
variation.
The rigid SLAM formation is modified by applying the
time series method. When depicting feature motion, we are
bereft of analogy of conventional feature movement, so our
implementation is to build relationship of a given feature
in consecutive movement. The formulation manoeuvres to
constrain feature motion to a mixture of historical move-
ment. The constraint of feature motion model is expressed
by building linear relations within a window of feature
locations. The main advantage of linearly modelling the
feature locations over historic base shape modelling is that
it can initialize feature locations with rigid assumption (us-
ing conventional visual odometry) and avoids base feature
recognition. In non-rigid structure from motion, base shapes
are essential to describe deformation. Moreover, base shapes
require different window sizes for modelling which poses
heavy computational burden. The proposed linear constraint,
however, is flexible and straightforward to complex mixed
deformation. In addition to the robot motion model Eq. (34),
the proposed linear feature motion is modelled as:
fn+1i = δ1 · fni + δ2 · fn−1i + · · ·+ δt · fn−ti (35)
A. Prediction modelling
We modify the conventional state to
[R1,p1, ...,Rn,pn,B, c].
argmin
R1,p1,...,Rn,pn,B,c
Eobs + Ef + Eini (36)
Eq. (36) is the energy function for a visual deformable
SLAM. Eobs is the sum error of robot to feature observations:
Eobs =
N∑
i=1
F∑
j=1
[F(Rj ,pj , f ji )−mji ]2, (37)
where mji is the observation from robot to location of feature
i in step j. F(·) encodes the estimated observation from
robot pose to feature position.
Ef denotes the error between current feature and its
estimation from historical locations following Eq. (35):
Ef =
N∑
i=1
t∑
j=1
(f j+1i − δ1 · f ji − δ2 · f j−1i
− · · · − δt · f j−ti )2
(38)
Eini =
t∑
i=1
[pi − p0]2 +
t∑
i=1
[Ri 	R0]2 (39)
Eini is to ensure the initial robot pose keeps static in the
period size t. The notation 	 is called inverse retraction in
differentiable geometry [32] and it is designed as a smooth
mapping such that R = R	0. Similar to conventional rigid
SLAM problem where the first pose need to be fixed [33],
in our formulation the first period of poses should be fixed
likewise.
Due to field of view of camera, some of the features may
not be seen when the environment deforms. Fig. 2 shows one
example of features not seen in some steps. Our approach
is capable of processing this situation. If one feature is not
fully observed any sliding window like the example shows,
we will ignore this feature.
Fig. 2: A typical feature deforming example. The ellipse
deforms periodically depicted in ’I, II and III’. The region
within arrows are the visible region. The leftmost feature is
not observed in phase ’II’ and ’III’. The rightmost feature is
not observed in phase ’I’.
B. Observability analysis
In this section, we examine the parameter observabil-
ity properties the proposed deformable SLAM formulation,
which, for the time being, is considered as a parameter
estimation problem. We will prove that the coefficient matrix
c is not observable but the robot pose as well as feature
motions are observable. This is a very satisfying result
because coefficient matrix c is only an auxiliary variable and
is not physically explainable in real scenario. Robot pose as
well as feature motions, however, are physical processes and
needs to be accurately estimated.
We adduce examples to prove coefficient matrix c is not
observable. Taking into account the flexibility of presenting
multiple period motions in Eq. (35), it will inevitably result
in multiple solutions of feature motion combination. When
features are static, current shape of the environment will be
passed to next formulation which means all c = [1, 0 , ..., 0].
When there’s only one periodic movement, the shape of
the environment will be the same shape in history c =
[0, , ...0, 1, 0, ..., 0]. In more general scenario, multiple
periodic movement will lead to full c. We would like to
emphasize that: The positions of features are not solvable.
A simple example is when period is 2 but window is 4, this
will be presented by c = [0, 1, 0, 0] or c = [0, 0.5, 0, 0.5].
In addition to qualitative analysis of observability, we
gain a better understanding of the formulation by proving
with definition of observability. The study of parameter
observability examines whether the information provided by
the available measurements is sufficient for estimating the
parameters without ambiguity; when parameter observability
holds, the Fisher information matrix (FIM) is full rank and
invertible [23]. From the stated example we have obtained
the idea that the unobservable part lies in mismatch of real
period and predefined window size. Therefore, we first prove
this with simple scenario and extended to our conclusion.
Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 3, one robot moves in
three steps with orientation R1, R2, R3 and position p1,
Fig. 3: A simple example of 2 steps robot movement.
Different from SLAM in rigid scenario, the feature f deforms
in the space in position f1, f2 and f3.
p2, p3. And it always observe one deforming feature with
position f1, f2, f3. The observation is z1, z2 and z3. Window
size t is set to 2. The objective function should be:
Fobj =

R1 · (f1 − p1)− z1
R2 · (f2 − p2)− z2
R3 · (f3 − p3)− z3
f3 − δ1 · f1 − δ2 · f2
R1 	 I3
R2 	 I3
p1
p2

(40)
where 	 defines the distance of in the space of SO(3)
meaning the first two orientation R1 and R2 is fixed (close
to 3 identity matrix 13). The corresponding Jacobian of
the toy model Eq. (40) is shown in Eq. (41). S(·) is the
skew symmetric formulation. Therefore, the corresponding
FIM matrix is Eq. (42). With regard to this scenario, after
Gaussian elimination, Matrix H is full rank if the feature
is moving (f1, f2 and f3 are not equivalent). However,
considering the last 5 of matrix H , when feature is stable, all
feature poses f1, f2 and f3 are equivalent and coefficients δ1
and δ2 are the same. In this case, H loses one rank thanks to
the last two lines of matrix H . Thus, the only contribution to
low rank lies in the last two lines of matrix H corresponding
to variable coefficients δ1 and δ2 and is irrelevant to the
number of features and number of steps. On the basis of
these analysis we concluded that in general scenario, the low
rank of Hessian is contributed by coefficients in the case of
all features are stable.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Monte Carlo simulations
In order to validate the proposed priori based approach
as well as prove the unobservable robot pose in deformable
scenario, we conduct a series of Monte Carlo simulations
under various conditions like different period of deformation,
different movement of robots and different visibility of robot
to feature observations. Fig. 4 is the typical 3D robot move-
ments with 20 deforming features and 60 steps. The observa-
tion is defined as feature position in robot coordinate which
is very common scenario of either stereoscope, lidar, RGBD
and stereo camera sensors. We adopt a deformation generator
to simulate mixed kinematic deformations (different period
and amplitude) of the features. The simulation size ranges
500 × 500 (mm). Robot moves in a predefined trajectory
with 20 features deforming in a randomly mixed periodic
way imitating soft-tissue movement. The viewing angle is
also randomly chosen ranging from 30◦ to 90◦. Noises are
imposed on robot to feature observation ranging from 1 to
5 mm. In this test we just focus on adverse robot-feature
scenarios with random motion to demonstrate the localization
and tracking capability of the proposed estimation algorithm
and ignore optimal robot path planning.
We conduct 50 Monte Carlo simulations and compare the
proposed deformable SLAM, rigid SLAM approach and ED
node based method. Note that different from the proposed
method and rigid SLAM, ED node approach is a visual
odometry like approach making it inherently less accurate
than the other two methods. Table III shows the comparisons.
On the basis of these results we concluded that the proposed
deformable formulation outperforms rigid SLAM and ED
based approach.
The results are compared by root mean squared errors
(RMSE) which quantify the estimation accuracy. Fig. 6 is a
typical monte carlo simulation showing the RMSE overtime.
B. SLAM in deformable soft-tissues
The proposed prior based deformable SLAM is also
validated on ex-vivo experiments. In simulation validation
step, three different soft-tissue models (heart, liver and lung),
which are segmented from a CT scan of a phantom, deform
over time. The 3D deforming data are projected into 2D
space and we simulate a robot moving inside each soft-
tissues. The viewing angle of the robot is 60◦. Fig. 4 shows
the trajectory of the moving robot as well as the feature
positions. The initial state of the feature and robot pose are
estimated with traditional visual odometry. Fig. 7 presents
the results of the three trajectories in the form of root-mean-
square error (RMSE).
We also test the dataset on Hamlyn dataset 11 and 12. The
camera remains stable (Fig. 8) observing two deforming soft-
tissues. We track some key points and project them into 2D
features to test if the estimated camera pose is stable. Results
demonstrates that our algorithm achieves better camera pose
(Average error 1.352 mm) than conventional SLAM (Average
error 5.473 mm).
J =

−R1 · S(f1 − p1) −R1 R1
−R2 · S(f2 − p2) −R2 R2
−R3 · S(f3 − p3) −R3 R3
−δ1 · I3 −δ2 · I3 I3 −f1 −f2
−R1 I3
−R2 I3

(41)
H =
2I3
S(f1
−p1)
−S(f1 − p1)
2I3
S(f1
−p1)
−S(f1 − p1)
S(f1 − p1) 2I3 −I3
2I3 S(f
2 − p2) −S(f2 − p2)
S(f2 − p2) 2I3 −I3
2I3 S(f
3 − p3) −S(f3 − p3)
S(f3 − p3) 2I3 −I3
−S(f1 − p1) −I3 δ12I3 δ1δ2I3 −δ1I3 δ1f1 δ1f2
−S(f2 − p2) −I3 δ1δ2I3 δ22I3 −δ2I3 δ2f1 δ2f2
−S(f3 − p3) −I3 −δ1I3 −δ2I3 I3 −f1 −f2
δ1f
1T δ2f
1T −f1T I3 f1T ∗ f1f1T ∗ f2
δ1f
2T δ2f
2T −f2T I3 f2T ∗ f1f2T ∗ f2

(42)
Fig. 4: The two figures is an example of Monte Carlo simulation. Display area is illustrated from different directions for
visualization.
(a) A deformable heart (b) Trajectory in a deformable stomach (c) Trajectory in a deformable liver
Fig. 5: (a), (b) and (c) shows the robot moves randomly inside a deformable organ (Heart, stomach and liver). Red curves
are the trajectories. Blue dots are the positions of the features and the attached quiver is the corresponding moving direction
of each feature. Quiver only shows one step. Please refer to our video for the whole process.
Fig. 6: Estimation errors of rigid SLAM and the proposed time-series SLAM. Row 1 to 3 are the tests on scenarios of heart,
liver and left lung. Column 1 to 3 are the RMSE of robot position X, robot position Y and robot heading.
These results imply that the proposed priori attributes
to ourperforming conventional approaches, which results
from the fact that many dataset conforms to the mixture of
historical shapes.
C. Observability test
To gain more insight into observability in the proposed
SLAM system, We examine the parameter observability
properties by testing Hessian matrix of all the tests. The study
of parameter observability to analyze if unique solution of the
problem can be found; when parameter observability holds,
the Fisher information matrix (FIM) is invertible [23]. We
can gain insights about the null space due to the fact that
FIM encapsulates all the information available. Section III
shows that the null space of the proposed method lies in
Fig. 7: Estimation errors of rigid SLAM and the proposed time-series SLAM. Row 1 to 3 are the tests on scenarios of heart,
liver and left lung. Column 1 to 3 are the RMSE of robot position X, robot position Y and robot heading.
the deformable parameters c. After testing on all datasets,
we find that the Hessian (FIM) has a nullspace of size of
c. We also test that Hessian becomes full when c is fixed.
Therefore, even though c is not fully observable, the robot
pose and feature positions are still unique. This test validate
our theoretical analysis in Section III-B.
TABLE III: Feature estimation accuracies (m) in three mod-
els. All the simulation noises (invariances) are set to be 0.1
m.
Heart Stomach Lung
Estimation error 1.242 2.120 3.197
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, our research extends the knowledge of
observability analysis into deformable SLAM environment.
Fig. 8: Ground truth dataset from Hamlyn center.
We perform parameter observability analysis on ED pa-
rameterization and prove that in the case of no prior, the
global pose is not separable from ED based deformation
parameterization. Proofs of the existence multiple solutions
are provided for the ED based deformation formulation. The
null space in both ED based formulation and rigid SLAM
formulation makes the pose estimation not accurate. Based
on our discussion, robot pose and deforming environment
in SLAM problems are entangled and cannot be estimated
without priors.
To solve this, a new time series priori based algorithm
is introduced for localizing robot as well as estimating the
deformable environment, when robots operate in dynamic
scenario. We prove that the priori is enough to avoid am-
biguity of rigid and non-rigid motions of the robot and the
environment. The proposed algorithm is validated extensively
on Monte Carlo simulations and medical datasets. It signifi-
cantly outperforms conventional rigid SLAM formulation as
well as ED formulation especially in scenario with large and
mixture of periodic deformations.
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